Experimental and theoretical evidence of plasmon-enhanced Kerr rotation in purely ferromagnetic membranes with sufficiently small dimensions to be out of extraordinary optical transmission conditions ͑45 nm pore diameter, 90nm lattice constant͒, is reported in this work. It is shown that the spectral location of the enhanced Kerr rotation region varies as the refractive index of the material inside the pore is modified. A similar behavior is obtained if the pore radius changes while keeping the pore concentration unchanged. Those are clear signatures indicating that localized surface plasmon resonances propagating along the pores govern the magneto-optical response of the membrane. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. ͓DOI: 10.1063/1.3167297͔ Nanoholed ferromagnetic membranes are attracting a great deal of interest over the last years due to their unique magnetic behavior. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Their magnetic properties are strongly influenced by the precise geometry of the nanostructure, namely the pore diameter and the interpore distance since these parameters control the nucleation and movement of domain walls as well as induce locally distributed magnetic anisotropies absent in unpatterned films. 7, 8 From an applied viewpoint, ferromagnetic membranes can be used for developing data storage media based on domain wall structures as well as advanced sensing devices.
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On a different context, membranes made of noble metals have been deeply studied since they exhibit anomalous optical responses resulting from the excitation of plasmons in the nanostructures, such as the extraordinary optical transmission ͑EOT͒ bands observed in metallic patterned thin films with arrays of subwavelength holes. 10 There have been attempts to control this EOT using liquid crystals 11 or exploiting the intrinsic magneto-optical ͑MO͒ activity present in every metal, 12, 13 although this would require huge magnetic fields for the nonferromagnetic membranes. Belotelov et al.
14 have used these extraordinary effects to modify the response of nonstructured MO materials, e.g., using Au film with subwavelength holes array deposited on top of a Bismuth substituted Yttrium Iron garnet ͑BiYIG͒ film. In the spectral region where the EOT takes place, the MO response ͑Kerr signal͒ shows an increase with respect to that of an unpatterned film, which is attributed to the purely optical effect of strong decrease of the reflectance.
Ferromagnetic nanostructures have shown interesting optical and MO properties related to the excitation of surface plasmons as shown in ordered arrays of Ni nanowires embedded in an alumina matrix. 15, 16 In these nanostructures, the plasmons, propagating along the wires, were responsible of the observed MO response enhancement that has not merely optical origin. Diwekar et al. 17 observed the existence of EOT bands in Co films with subwavelength hole arrays ͑150 nm diameter, 300 nm periodicity͒, which was explained as due to light coupling to surface plasmons on the two film interfaces. Quite recently, Ctistis et al. 18 have studied the MO response of different Co membranes ͑diameter between 220 and 330 nm, the lattice constant always being 470 nm͒ and it has been compared to that of a continuous film. The observed enhanced response of the Co membranes has been attributed to surface plasmon excitations.
In this work, we study the MO activity of Ni membranes in the spectral range from 280 to 850 nm. Despite the fact that no EOT band are observed, there is an enhancement of the MO activity in the UV range, which we attribute to localized surface plasmon resonance of the pores. We provide both experimental evidences ͑such as the dependence of the MO response with the reactive index n of the material filling the pores͒ and theoretical simulations supporting this assessment.
The Ni membranes are prepared by replica/antireplica methods using nanoporous anodic alumina membranes as templates. 4 Note that the diameter and the lattice constant are similar to those of Ni nanowires embedded in Al 2 O 3 studied previously, 15, 16 so allowing a direct comparison. Therefore, we compare the magneto-optic behavior of three different samples: ͑a͒ Ni membrane with d = 45 nm and a = 90 nm, ͑b͒ Ni nanowires array with very close geometrical parameters ͑d = 40 nm and a = 105 nm͒, and ͑c͒ Ni bulk.
To obtain the ferromagnetic membranes by replica/ antireplica methods, Au thin layer, 15-nm-thick, is sputtered on top of the alumina membrane and the pores are filled in with melted polymethyl methacrylate ͑PMMA͒ by pressure. Removing both Al substrate and alumina membrane by chemical etchings, a PMMA antireplica of the alumina membrane ͑i.e., an array of pillars͒ is obtained. Thanks to the Au electrode previously deposited, a Ni membrane can be fabricated by electrodeposition. Finally, the PMMA pillars are chemically removed. Morphological characterization of the Ni membrane was carried out by scanning electron microscopy ͑SEM͒. In order to analyze the MO response, we have measured the Kerr spectra in polar configuration, i.e., applying a magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane and measuring the rotation of the polarization plane of the reflected light. The measurements were performed at normal incidence. The intensity of the applied magnetic field, 1.6 T, was high enough to nearly saturate magnetically the samples. The resulting polar Kerr rotation spectrum is shown as filled circles in Fig. 2 , where it is also depicted the spectra for Ni bulk ͑line͒ and the ordered array of Ni wires ͑open circles͒. As observed, the spectra show two different regions: the short wavelength ͑i.e., high energy͒ region where the spectra seem to be similar and the rotation reaches a minimum ͑a maximum in absolute value, the minus sign only means that the rotation is anticlockwise͒, and the long wavelength ͑i.e., low energy͒ region where the three spectra present a monotonous evolution and the rotation reaches different values.
The long wavelength region, where the rotation reaches different values for the three samples, is the more intuitive one: in absence of any resonance or other anomalous effect, the Kerr rotation is expected to be roughly proportional to the amount of ferromagnetic material in a first approximation. In a hexagonal array of holes with diameter d and lattice constant a, the ratio between the area covered by the holes and the total surface is given by
Taking into account the parameters of our samples, the amount of Ni in the nanowire array sample and in the membrane would be 13% and 77% of that of Ni bulk, respectively. From the values shown in Fig. 2 at about 800 nm wavelength, we can see that the Kerr rotation for the nanowire array and for the membrane are 14% and 63% of that of the continuous Ni film, respectively, i.e., in good qualitative agreement with the aforementioned expectations.
However, in the low wavelength region, the Kerr rotation signal does not follow this simple rule of thumb. In fact, a minimum of around 400 nm with similar Kerr rotation can be observed for the three samples. In the case of Ni nanowires, it has been demonstrated 15, 16 that the excitation of surface plasmons propagating along the wires provides an intensification of the electromagnetic ͑EM͒ field compensating the smaller amount of MO active material when compared to the bulk, therefore leading to similar Kerr rotation values. The similar behavior observed in the Ni membranes suggests a similar mechanism for the enhancement. In particular, the enhancement should be related to the excitation of plasmons propagating along the pores. When the surface plasmon is excited there is an enhancement of the EM field in the Ni regions around the pore and therefore an increase in the MO activity. If plasmon excitation can be regarded as responsible of such enhancement in the MO response of the membrane, then the spectral location of the maximum Kerr rotation must vary as the refractive index n of the material inside the pore is modified, since the plasmon characteristics would be altered. The fabrication method used to prepare the membranes provides the means to obtain an experimental verification of the redshift originated on the increase in the infilling n: by stopping in the preparation process before the last step, a Ni membrane with PMMA inside the pores can be obtained. In Fig. 3͑a͒ , we present the Kerr rotation of the same Ni membrane as in Figs. 1 and 2 , but before ͑open circles͒ and after ͑filled circles͒ the PMMA ͑whose n is higher than that of air͒ was chemically removed. As can be observed, the spectra are different. The differences are being more evident in the UV region, where a clear redshift of the structure is observed as the n of the material filling the pores increases. This behavior is the expected one provided the enhancement is due to surface plasmons resonances of the pores: any increase in the n of the material filling the pore makes the plasmon resonance shift toward lower energies. We have also performed theoretical calculations for mem- branes using a scattering matrix method modified to allow MO activity ͑a detailed description is given in Ref.
19͒. The optical and MO constants employed were obtained from Ref. 20 . The geometrical parameters used in the calculations are the same of the experimental ones, and the pores were filled with different infilling materials ͑with n = 1 and n = 1.5, respectively͒ as shown in Fig. 3͑b͒ . As can be observed the simulation reproduces the enhancement of the MO activity in the UV region as well as the redshift observed in the experimental spectra due to the increase in the n of the infilling material; nevertheless, the changes observed in the experimental spectra are more pronounced than the calculated ones. Such difference could be mainly due to an inadequate description of the optical properties of the material inside the pore.
For completeness, we present in Fig. 4 the calculated Kerr rotation spectra for structures, which have the same amount of Ni but different pore diameter, interpore distances, and different pores filling refractive index: two of them ͑A and B͒ with pore diameter d = 70 nm and lattice constant a = 105 nm but different infilling n ͑n = 1 and n = 1.5͒, and other two ͑C and D͒ with d = 120 nm and a = 180 nm ͑i.e., keeping constant the pore-magnetic material ratio͒ also with n = 1 and n = 1.5, respectively. In the long wavelength region, where no plasmon exists, all the simulated membranes exhibit similar Kerr rotation value, proportional to the amount of nickel ͑60% of the bulk͒. However, in the short wavelength region, a redshift of the spectra of C and D is observed with respect to those of A and B, respectively, which is ascribed to the increase in the diameter. This redshift is precisely what is expected if plasmons propagating along the walls of the pores are excited. Also, a redshift of the spectra of B and D with respect to those of A and C, respectively, is observed due to the increase in the infilling refractive index, as previously explained for Fig. 3 . Moreover, similar to the behavior found in the experimental results, an enhancement of the MO rotation can be appreciated with respect to the nickel bulk in all the cases, pointing out the effect of the plasmon excitation on the MO activity.
In summary, we have presented experimental and theoretical evidence of plasmon-enhanced Kerr rotation in purely ferromagnetic membranes, out of EOT conditions. We have demonstrated that, in the plasmon excitation region, membranes as well as nanowire arrays present similar Kerr rotation intensities, whereas in the other spectral region, where no plasmon is excited, the intensity of the rotation turns out to be basically proportional to the amount of ferromagnetic material. We have also demonstrated that the spectral position of the enhancement can be tuned by an adequate choice of the refractive index of the material filling the pores and/or geometrical parameters. 
